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 Architecture and Fine Arts 

 

 

Robinson, Patricia (2006). Art made easy. Let's frame our pictures   [videorecording]   
/Venice, CA : TMW Media Group,. [796.3232 B46] 

     1 videodisc ; DVD format (18 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. 

     Most young artists have trouble with perspective, the art of seeing an object's 
dimensions as they resend toward the horizon. Once a student has worked with 
drawing and basic painting, this essential step is an important discipline that will 
carry their young art exploration to new heights. 

 

 

Robinson, Patricia (2006). Art made easy. Let's Size It up!   [videorecording]   /Venice, 
CA : TMW Media Group,. [742.Ar75] 

     1 videodisc ; DVD format (14 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. 

      Framing a picture can make a big difference when displaying the work produced 
in this series, however the overwhelming cost of ready-made frames can discourage 
students from displaying their art. This program will allow you and your students to 
proudly display their art at school and at home. Practical and educational, save 
hundreds of dollars and get a lot of enjoyment while learning the step-by-step art of 
frame making.   U6767676767676776767676767676767676776 
 



 

Modern marvels. Architectural wonders [videorecording] / The History Channel 
presents ; producers, Don Cambou ... [et al.] ; written by Lee Fulkerson ... [et al.] ; 
Actuality Productions, Jaffe Productions ; a presentation of Hearst Entertainment 
(2007). New York : A&E Television Networks : Distributed by New Video Group. 
[ 620.009] 
 
8 videodiscs; DVD format (400 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. 
 
     From ancient pyramids to the modern American skyscraper, MODERN 
MARVELS®: ARCHITECTURAL WONDERS circles the globe to profile the world’s most 
phenomenal architectural gems. Vivid location footage and striking digital 
reenactments bring these mind-boggling engineering feats to life, while historians 
and architectural experts illuminate the construction, form, and function of each. 
Visit dozens of celebrated masterpieces—including the Great Wall of China and 
Mount Rushmore—and discover the thrilling histories that lurk behind the majestic 
facades. 

 
 Religion Education  

 

 

How to use dianetics [videorecording] : based on the #1 New York Times bestseller by 
L. Ron Hubbard (2010) / Golden Era Productions. [United States] : Golden Era 
Productions. [299.936 H83] 
 
2 videodiscs; DVD Format (4 hrs. 23 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. + 1 booklet (50 p. : ill. 
(some col.), port. ; 19 cm.) 
 
     This film reveal how negative experiences in part cause your mind depart from 
rational thought and behavior. It also teach you to use precise Dianetics procure of 
auditing to locate the past experiences ang eliminate the negative effects. 
 

 Bible mysteries [videorecording] : solving the Bible's greatest mysteries / Jean-Claude 
Bragard; Anna Cox; BBC/Discovery Channel co-production. [London] : BBC Worldwide 
Limited, c2005.[ 220.6 B47] 
 
3 videodiscs (ca. 450 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. (2 title in one DVD) 
 
[Disc 1] Who killed Jesus? -- The real Mary Magdalene -- [Disc 2] The disciples -- Peter 
the Rock -- [Disc 3] Joseph & his multi-coloured coat -- Joshua & the battle of Jericho 
 
Disc 1: 
 
No trial or execution in history has had such a momentous outcome as that of Jesus in 
Roman occupied Jerusalem, 2000 years ago.But was it an execution or a judicial 
murder; and who was responsible?The Bible Mysteries programme focused on three 



suspects, Caiaphas, the Jewish High Priest; Pontius Pilate, the Roman governor; and, 
most surprisingly of all, Jesus himself. 
 
Mary Magdalene’s story is intimately linked with Jesus. She plays a starring role in one 
of the most powerful and important scenes in the Gospels. 
When Jesus is crucified by the Romans, Mary Magdalene was there supporting him in 
his final terrifying moments and mourning his death. She also discovers the empty 
tomb, and she’s a witness to the resurrection. She was there at the beginning of a 
movement that was going to transform the West. But the Mary Magdalene that lives 
in our memories is quite different. In art, she’s often semi-naked, or an isolated 
hermit repenting for her sins in the wilderness: an outcast. 
 
 
 
Disc 2: 
 
The story of Joseph is one of the best known tales in the Bible. The events of Joseph’s 
life are also found in the Torah and the Qur’an. Today it is perhaps most associated 
with the West End and Sunday school. Written down by scribes about 1000 years 
after the events supposedly took place, it is often thought that the story may have 
some historical tradition, but with a healthy portion of dramatic license. Egyptologists, 
however, have uncovered some intriguing evidence. 
 
Joshua and the walls of Jericho is one of the most violent stories of the Bible. An army 
of nomads emerges from the desert and destroys a heavily fortified city… not by 
force, but by faith. The story of how Joshua destroyed Jericho using only trumpets is 
one of the Bible’s most memorable, and most dramatic. 
 
Disc 3: 
 
Nobody knows for sure just how long Jesus’ ministry, teaching and travelling 
throughout Israel, lasted. Some say three years others as little as one. That 
Christianity grew, after such a brief inception, into the world religion we know to 
today is testimony to the power of the message Jesus preached. But it is also due to a 
much simpler and often over-looked fact. He had more than a little help from his 
friends. 
 
Peter is remembered by Christians as a saint; the fisherman who became the right-
hand-man of Jesus himself, the leader of the early church and a Father of the faith. 
But how much of his fascinating story is true? How much do we know about the real 
Peter? 
 

  



Languages 
 

 

Holt professional learning for language arts [videorecording] : video collection(2009) 
USA : Holt, Rinehart and Winston. [373.236 H74] 
 
1 videodisc ( min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. 
 

     Holt Professional Learning for Language Arts Introductory Through Sixth Course 
Video Collection DVD By Holt, Reinehart and Winston : Product Details: Holt 
Professional Learning for Language Arts Introductory Through Sixth Course Video 
Collection DVD Proven strategies from Holt authors and experts, demonstrated by 
master teachers in real-world classrooms, A range of topics, from helping struggling 
readers and English learners to using technology and teaching grammar in context. 
Format: 

 Physical Education 
 

 

Better 1 on 1 defense [videorecording] : never get schooled again! (2005) / Rick 
Torbett; Better Basketball, Inc.; Ferko Films. [Atlanta, Ga.] : Better Basketball. 
[796.3232] 

     1 videodisc; DVD format (47 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. 

     Better 1 on 1 Defense details the keys to shutting down every type of scorer – 
penetrating guards, post players, slashers, and shooters. This unique video focuses 
on the essence of the defensive end – you guarding the man with the ball. There’s 
no talk of zones, trapping, or even help defense. When it comes down to you and 
your man, can you get the stop? Explains, in detail, how to defend the toughest 
situations (such as guarding a player in triple threat), most dangerous moves (such 
as the crossover), and most frustrating situations (such as a bigger player slowly 
backing you down).  

 

 

Better passing [videorecording] : with Mike Bibby (2005) / Better Basketball presents ; 
a Ferko film ; written by Rick Torbett ; produced by Ferko Films. [Atlanta, Ga.] : Better 
Basketball. [796.3232] 
 
1 videodisc;DVD Format (68 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. 
 

     This video is about more than just skills and drills, Better Passing is geared to 
improve your ability to read the court, and increase your overall hoops IQ. Better 
Passing breaks down and explains an incredible FORTY-TWO game situations! And 
that’s less than half the video! For each of the 42 situations, you’ll learn how to 
quickly read your teammates, the defense, what pass to make, and where to make 
it.  



 

 

Introduction to adapted aquatics [videorecording] / Barton Cox; Monica Lepore; 
Human Kinetics Aquatic Education Center; Human Kinetics (Organization). Champaign, 
IL : Human Kinetics(2009). [797.21087 In8] 
 
1 videodisc; DVD format (45 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. 
 
     Introduction to Adapted Aquatics demonstrates procedures for aquatic 
assessments; recommendations for goals, objectives, and placement; training of 
staff; and modifications to instructions, strategies, equipment, policies, and swim 
strokes. This DVD assists aquatics personnel in advocating for and supporting people 
with disabilities, specifically children and teens, who want to pursue aquatics and 
swimming activities as a means to self-fulfillment, wellness, fitness, health, and use 
of leisure time. 

 

Sonic serve [videorecording] / Nick Bollettieri; Human Kinetics Publishers (2008) 
Champaign, IL : Human Kinetics [796.34221 So58] 
 
1 videodisc;DVD format (52 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in 
 
     Now you can learn from the most famous and successful coach in tennis! Nick 
Bollettieri has developed and coached many of the world's top players, including 
Andre Agassi, Monica Seles, Boris Becker, Mary Pierce, Tommy Haas, and Anna 
Kournikova. His teaching techniques and effective coaching methods have formed 
the foundation for these videos, letting you share in his world-renowned 
knowledge. This video studies the biggest and best serves in today's game and 
analyzes the common attributes that every player can use to improve. Sonic Serve 
outlines correct technique for powerful and reliable spin, flat, and kick serves. Drills 
to develop your serve are presented using Bollettieri's unique coaching style.  
 

 

Competitive club doubles [videorecording] / Nick Bollettieri; IMG Academies; 
Bollettieri, Inc.; Human Kinetics Publishers (2008). Champaign, IL : Human Kinetics. 
[796.34228 C73] 
 
1 videodisc ; DVD format (42 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. 
 

     Designed for tournament-style competitive doubles play, this DVD addresses 
every component of successful doubles, from choosing the right partner to warm-
up, communication, and match strategy. Competitive Club Doubles explains all the 
court positions and advanced formations, and where, when, why, and how you and 
your partner should use them. 
 



 

Deadly drop shots and lobs [videorecording] / Nick Bollettieri; Bollettieri, Inc.; IMG 
Academies; Human Kinetics Publishers[2008]. Champaign, IL : Human Kinetics,  
 
1 videodisc (48 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. 
 

     The Deadly Drop Shots and Lobs DVD explores two of the most underrated and 
underutilized weapons in tennis: the drop shot and the lob. Learning how and when 
to use the drop shot and lob can have a big impact on anyone s game. Bollettieri 
defines both shots and explains why, when, and how to use them. The drop shot is 
easily disguised and adds another dimension to the game. Similarly, knowing when 
and how to use the lob will have a big impact on your game. Examples of strategic 
shot combinations are provided, along with techniques and drills for perfecting the 
shots. 

 

Championship practices [videorecording] / Mike Krzyzewski; Human Kinetics. 
Champaign, IL : Human Kinetics Video, c2008. [796.323 C35] 
 
1 videodisc (37 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. 
 
Championship Practices provides a unique behind-the-scenes look at how Coach K 
and his staff plan and conduct their practice sessions to produce powerhouse teams. 
 

 

Transition game [videorecording] / Mike Krzyzewski; Human Kinetics. Champaign, IL : 
Human Kinetics Video, c2008. [796.323 T68] 
 
1 videodisc (52 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. 
 
"Transition Game DVD" - Duke's emphasis on beating their opponent in switching 
from defense to offense and from offense to defense has now become a hallmark of 
their success. Very rarely do they give up an easy fastbreak basket, while they score 
many breakaway baskets themselves. "Transition Game" shows that this advantage is 
developed on the practice court by design, drilling, and desire, and it describes how 
you can achieve this advantage for yourself or your team. 
 

 

  Shot selection and court positioning [videorecording] / Nick Bollettieri; Human 
Kinetics Publishers. Champaign, IL : Human Kinetics, 2008 [796.342 Sh82] 
 
1 videodisc (24 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in 
       
 This DVD teaches the foundations of tennis strategy by showing how to control the 
center of the court and make better shot-selection decisions in match play. Bollettieri 
explains how shot selection affects court position, correct positions of recovery at the 
baseline and net, reasons for using shot combinations, and when to hit safe or 
aggressive shots. The Shot Selection and Court Positioning DVD aims to help you 
become more effective by integrating strategy into your game. 



 

 

Sigi Schmid's defensive soccer tactics [videorecording. Champaign, IL : : Human 
Kinetics, c2007. [796.3342 Si24d] 
 
1 videodisc (approx. 30 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. 
 
Sigi Schmid s Defensive Soccer Tactics provides a unique look at how a coach interacts 
with and teaches players to understand the purpose of each tactic. Applicable to 
soccer teams at all levels, this DVD will help you shut down any offensive attack. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Team defense [videorecording] / Mike Krzyzewski; Human Kinetics. Champaign, IL : 
Human Kinetics Video, c2008. [796.3232 T22] 
 
1 videodisc (46 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. 
 
"Team Defense DVD" - Duke is known for its tough team defense, and four Blue Devils 
have been named Defensive Player of the Year during Coach K's tenure. "Team 
Defense" shows how you can transform five individual players into a single, basket-
denying unit. From the trademark floor slap to the half-court trap, this tape is a 
complete clinic on the techniques required to fulfill individual position responsibilities 
and the tactical adjustments required to stop offensive attacks of all kinds. 
 

 

Sigi Schmid's offensive soccer tactics [videorecording]. Champaign, IL : Human 
Kinetics, c2007. [796.3342 Si24] 
 
1 videodisc (30 min) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. 
 
Sigi Schmid s Offensive Soccer Tactics provides a unique look at how a coach interacts 
with and teaches players to understand the purpose of each tactic. Applicable to 
soccer teams at all levels, this DVD will be your offensive MVP for years to come. 
 

 

Killer forehand [videorecording] / Nick Bollettieri; Human Kinetics Publishers ; IMG 
Academies ; Bollettieri Tennis Academy. Champaign, IL : Human Kinetics, [2008] 
[796.34222 K55] 
1 videodisc (32 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in 
 
      Killer Forehand offers a step-by-step explanation of the key components to 
develop the ultimate forehand weapon. The DVD presents a complete training 
program-including footwork, balance, racket preparation, and follow-through-
designed to build the perfect winning forehand. With target training, technique 
drills, and match simulation, this DVD will help you gain abetter understanding of 



the killer forehand. 
 

 

Tenacious net play [videorecording] / Nick Bollettieri; Human Kinetics Publishers; IMG 
Academies; Bollettieri Tennis Academy.     Champaign, IL : Human Kinetics, 2008.   
[796.3422 T25] 
 
1 videodisc (60 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in 
  
      Playing the net requires anticipation, good preparation, and proper technique on 
approach shots, volleys, half volleys, and overheads. On the Tenacious Net Play DVD 
Bollettieri teaches how to set up the point to get to the net and how to finish once 
you get there. 
 

 

  Bollistic backhand [videorecording] / Nick Bollettieri; Human Kinetics Publishers; IMG 
Academies; Bollettieri Tennis Academy. Champaign, IL : Human Kinetics, 2008 
[796.34223 B63] 
 
1 videodisc (70 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in 
 
      Bollettieri presents a step-by-step program for developing your one-handed or 
two-handed backhand into a big weapon.Bollistic Backhand illustrates a training 
program involving footwork, racket preparation, stroke technique, and recovery 
skills designed to build a winning backhand. Featuring target training and match-
simulating drills, this DVD will help you gain a better understanding of the backhand 
as an offensive, winning shot. 
 

 

Right back atcha returns [videorecording] / Nick Bollettieri; Human Kinetics 
Publishers; IMG Academies; Bollettieri Tennis Academy. Champaign, IL : Human 
Kinetics, 2008. [796.3422 R44] 

1 videodisc (45 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in 

     The return is one of the most difficult shots in tennis because there is little time 
to react to a serve. The Right Back Atcha Returns DVD looks at the technique, 
positioning, and strategy used to return power, spin, or kick serves. Bollettieri also 
teaches the right mind-set to break an opponent s serve. 

 

 

Building points and tactics [videorecording] / Nick Bollettieri; IMG Academies; 
Bollettieri, Inc.; Human Kinetics Publishers. Champaign, IL : Human Kinetics,2008. 
[796.3422 B86] 

1 videodisc (38 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in 



     The Building Points and Tactics DVD goes deeper into tennis strategy and builds 
on the foundation taught in Shot Selection and Court Positioning. This DVD explores 
the process of building points and using tactics to maximize effectiveness against 
different playing styles. Bollettieri teaches how to establish a match mentality to 
build points, how to organize and understand each part of the game, the four 
phases of building a point, and how to work with tactical combinations based on 
strengths and style of play. 

 

 

Practice with purpose [videorecording] / Nick Bollettieri; IMG Academies; Bollettieri, 
Inc.; Human Kinetics Publishers. Champaign, IL : Human Kinetics, [2008] 796.342 P88. 
 
1 videodisc (76 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. 

     Practice time is a critical opportunity to improve. Bollettieri explains which drills 
he uses and why and how he uses them to coach technique. This unique insight into 
Bollettieri s style will be invaluable for instructors or players. The Practice Drills 
With a Purpose DVD takes you as close as you can get to being at the Bollettieri 
Academy without actually going. 

 

 

Garden design & renovation [videorecording] Portland, Or. : Columbia River 
Entertainment Group, c2007.[ 635.91 G16] 
 
1 videodisc (120 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in. 
 
     In this informative two-part DVD, hosts Peter Seabrook and Anne Swithinbank 
demonstrate how to turn a bare-earth plot into a lush, beautiful garden. Includes 
everything from planning, selecting the right tools, soil preparing, & laying a new 
lawn. The hosts then offer the best long-term approach to dealing with an 
overgrown or derelict garden. With a host of easy and practical tips, they will show 
how to quickly restore your garden to its full potential.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Garden plants [videorecording] / Peter Seabrook; Anne Swithinbank; Columbia River 
Entertainment Group. Portland, Or. : Columbia River Entertainment Group, c2007. 
[ 635.91 G16g] 
 
1 videodisc (120 min.) : sd., col. ; 4 3/4 in 
 
     In this informative DVD, hosts Peter Seabrook and Anne Swithinbank investigate 
the modern garden and the many different types of plants available. Their "five-
point plan" will help you select exactly the right plants for your garden! Seabrook & 
Swithinbank then show the correct techniques for planting, sowing seeds, pruning, 
feeding, and steps for long-term care. You will also find excellent advice on 
recognizing and controlling major garden pests, how to plant hanging baskets and 
patio containers, and how to provide color throughout the year.  
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